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Abstract—The mechanical properties of high-purity aluminum foams produced by replication from salt pre-
cursors are measured in compression. These foams have homogeneous open-porosity, cell sizes equivalent
to the particle size of the precursor salt (500 µm in this case) and relative densities near 25%. Deformation
is uniform and strain hardening similar to the bulk material is observed without a plateau stress. A simple
analytical model based on beam theory is employed to describe the flow stress and the change in stiffness
of the foams as a consequence of compression. This model leads to a modified scaling law for the flow stress
of metallic foams.  2001 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent commercialization of highly porous metal,
generally called metallic foam, has led to increased
research activity and renewed interest in this class of
material [1]. Commercially available metallic foams
comprise a range of materials featuring various base
metal compositions and pore sizes. The majority of
these foams have closed cells that are irregular in size
and shape with diameters on the order of one to sev-
eral millimeters (cf. Figure 1 in Ref. [2]). One notable
exception is a comparatively regular but anisotropic
open-cell foam marketed under the tradename Duocel
(ERG, Oakland CA) [1, 2]. Large, irregular cells typi-
cal of commercial foams make testing and interpret-
ation of the mechanical behavior difficult because
large specimens are needed to ensure reproducibility.
Also, irregular microstructures lead to inhomo-
geneous deformation and strange (e.g. jagged) flow
curves. Thus, metallic foams featuring fine, homo-
geneous microstructures are useful to capture the
intrinsic average deformation behavior of this class
of materials.
In this study, we utilize a replication technique to
produce open-cell aluminum sponge or foam with
relative densities of about 25% (0.67 g cm3).
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These foams feature cells of relatively uniform size
and a cell diameter of about 500 µm. The replication
technique consists of three basic steps: preparation of
an open-pore pattern, infiltration of the pattern with
the desired metal, and subsequent removal of the pat-
tern to produce a metal sponge. The basis of this tech-
nique was developed in the 1960s at the Pittman–
Dunn laboratories in Philadelphia, utilizing conven-
tional casting techniques and rock salt as the remov-
able pattern [3]. Compared with foaming techniques
which require an alloy or slurry that can resist col-
lapse of the foam structure until it solidifies, this
method has the advantage that virtually any alloy can
be used to produce metal sponges. Similar techniques
have been developed in recent years for both metal
and non-metal systems [3–16]. In the present investi-
gation we increase the range of microstructures that
can be achieved with replication compared to pre-
vious work by presintering salt patterns and also by
employing gas-pressure infiltration. This allows the
generation of foams with low density and small
pore diameters.
The work reported here focuses on the compressive
behavior of open-cell, high-purity aluminum sponges
having relative densities between 0.2 and 0.27. We
show that the material exhibits significant strain hard-
ening and displays a decrease in stiffness during the
initial stages of deformation. A simple analysis of the
plastic deformation of these foams is provided to
explain these observations and to show how the tra-
ditional scaling laws can be modified to account for
the intrinsic strain hardening of the bulk metal from
which the foam is made.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
2.1. Processing
Pure aluminum foams are produced by infiltration
of porous salt patterns and subsequent dissolution of
the salt as outlined in Fig. 1; further details are avail-
able in [3, 8]. The pattern is prepared by sintering a
packed bed of coarse chemical grade sodium chloride
powder. The particles of this high-purity salt are
about 500 µm in diameter, and their shape is equi-
axed, varying somewhat from cubic to spherical
depending on the as-received lot.
To produce the pattern, loose salt powder is poured
into alumina crucibles that have been coated with
boron nitride. The crucible is then tapped until a
stable density is achieved. This crucible is placed in
a cold furnace and heated to a sintering temperature
of 785°C in air, followed by furnace cooling. No sig-
nificant deviations in the properties of the foams have
been noted for sintering times ranging from a few
hours to 144 h. The temperature of the furnace is con-
trolled to within ±5°C over a length of 120 mm, such
that homogenous preforms with a length of about 100
mm and a diameter up to 38 mm can be produced.
Fig. 1. Schematic of the replication process for the production
of metallic foam.
After sintering, the salt pattern is removed, inserted
into a similar alumina crucible coated with graphite,
and a billet of high-purity (99.99%) aluminum is
placed on top of the pattern. This assembly is placed
in a hot-wall gas-pressure infiltration apparatus,
where it is heated to 750°C under vacuum. Once the
temperature has stabilized, the system is pressurized
with argon to a pressure of 0.5 MPa, such that the
liquid aluminum infiltrates the preform. After infil-
tration is complete, directional solidification is
initiated from the bottom of the crucible upwards by
lowering the crucible onto a cold copper chill within
the infiltration apparatus. After solidification, the
material is removed from the infiltration apparatus
and machined to the desired dimensions prior to
removal of the salt. The salt is subsequently leached
by submersion in distilled water.
2.2. Microstructural characterization
The foam density was computed by measuring the
mass and dimensions of machined cylindrical com-
pression samples prior to testing. Assuming the bulk
aluminum has a density rs of 2.698 g cm3, the rela-
tive density of the foam (or volume fraction metal
 r/rs where r is the density of the foam) can be
determined to a precision of 0.1 vol% and varies
within a casting by less than 1 vol%. Macroscopically
flat surfaces of foam were prepared by machining or
polishing prior to removal of the pattern. After sub-
sequent dissolution of the salt, the microstructure (or
more accurately the architecture) of the foam is
revealed by examining these surfaces with the aid of
a scanning electron microscope.
2.3. Mechanical testing
A screw-driven universal testing machine was used
for compressive testing. The spherically aligned plat-
ens were coated with Teflon to reduce friction with
the cylindrical compression specimens, which are
nominally 20 mm in length and 20 mm in diameter.
Cylindrical specimens 20 mm in length and 10 mm
in diameter were also tested and resulted in the same
flow curve. Thus, the larger diameter was chosen as
a compromise between optimizing the resolution of
the load and the number of samples per casting. A
constant cross-head speed of 0.005 mm s1 was used
for all tests, corresponding to an initial strain rate of
2.5×104 s1. The deformation of the foam was
determined to a resolution of 1 µm from the cross-
head displacement of the machine corrected for the
compliance of the load frame and load cell. This com-
pliance was measured before and after each test.
The initial stiffness of the foam was determined
from the linear region (maximum slope) portion of
the nominal stress–strain response upon reloading
after unloading near a nominal strain of 0.2%. In
addition, regular unload–reload cycles were used to
monitor the evolution of the stiffness of the foam as
a function of strain: all stiffness values reported here
are determined from the reloading portion of the
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unload–reload cycle. The nominal stress at 2% strain
is used to quantify the yielding behavior of these pure
aluminum foams.
The electrical resistance across the foam was also
monitored during compression of several specimens.
A constant current (1.5 A) was passed through the
specimen via copper platens and the potential drop
was measured between two pins that pierced through
the diameter of the specimen. In this way the change
in potential could be measured to within 0.1% while
under load. The resistivity of a 26% dense unde-
formed foam is about 19 µ cm.
3. RESULTS
SEM micrographs of the as-cast foam reveal a uni-
form architecture that clearly demonstrates the
detailed replication of the salt pattern structure (Fig.
2). Facets on the salt can be replicated as well as pits
that apparently existed on the salt grains prior to
infiltration, possibly as a consequence of thermal
etching during sintering [17] (these infiltrated pits
become metal protrusions after dissolution of the
salt). The foam consists of nonperiodic arrays of
struts (or beams) with an hour-glass shape that meet
at large irregular nodes. The relative density of the
foams varies from about 0.20 to 0.27 and is difficult
to control within this range (although the variation
within each casting is small, being less than 1 vol%).
The average density is partially determined by the
shape of the salt grains, which, as mentioned, varied
somewhat from lot to lot.
The stress–strain response of several foams with
different densities is presented in Fig. 3. The initial
loading of the foam displays a softer response than
upon unloading. A clearly identifiable plateau stress
is not observed in these foams; rather, the foam con-
tinuously hardens at all strains, and exhibits an
inflection point in the flow stress at approximately
10% strain. At strains lower than 10%, the flow stress
can be approximated by a simple power law in nomi-
nal stress s and nominal strain e of the form sen
where n0.26 [Fig. 3(b)].
The initial stiffness E0 and flow stress at 2% strain
of all tested samples (representing 10 castings) are
plotted as a function of the relative density in Figs.
4 and 5, respectively. The evolution of stiffness with
strain for several foam densities is given in Fig. 6: as
the compressive strain increases, the stiffness initially
decreases slightly, then increases rapidly after some
critical strain in the vicinity of 15%, i.e., near the
inflection of the stress–strain curves. As the sample
deforms, the relative electrical potential drop (V/V0)
shows a continuous decrease as a function of com-
pressive strain (Fig. 7).
4. MODEL
We consider the microscopic deformation of a
tetrahedral arrangement of beams, a basic unit for
Fig. 2. (a) SEM micrograph of pure aluminum foam
(f0 = 0.21) produced by replication. (b) SEM micrograph of
pure aluminum foam (f0 = 0.21) produced by replication, show-
ing the shape of a node and associated struts, and the repli-
cation of thermal etch pits.
open-celled porous networks which has been studied
before in the literature [18–20]. In the present context,
one can rationalize this unit considering the packing
of equal-sized spheres, as these foams are produced
by infiltration of partially sintered equiaxed grains.
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Fig. 3. (a) The compressive response of pure aluminum foam
of various densities demonstrating the strain hardening charac-
ter of these foams. (b) The compressive response of pure alumi-
num foam of various densities at low strains. The (straight)
dotted line represents a power law relationship between the
nominal stress and nominal strain with an exponent of 0.26.
The interstices between four close-packed spheres
create four struts or beams connected in the center of
this cluster. Each beam is bounded by three spheres
and thus has an idealized triangular cross-section. For
equal-sized spheres in this configuration, the angles
between each of the four beams must be equal to the
tetrahedral angle:
a  cos1(1/3)  109.47° (1)
For simplicity we analyze the response of tetra-
hedral elements stacked periodically to form a hexag-
onal structure and loaded axially, as illustrated in Fig.
Fig. 4. The elastic stiffness of replicated aluminum foam as a
function of density.
Fig. 5. The stress at 2% nominal strain for replicated pure
aluminum foam and the fit to equation (14).
8. This is clearly an idealization; however, it is amen-
able to a simple analytical treatment that captures the
basic compressive response of the present open-
celled foams.
4.1. Basic relations
Consider the basic (undeformed) unit as shown in
Fig. 8(a): four beams meet at a node, each beam has
a length L, one beam is aligned along the axis of a
hexagon, and the three inclined beams are symmetric
making an angle f0 with the axial beam. A volumetric
ratio of the four beams (assuming negligible volume
in the node) to the hexagonal space for this unit cell
leads to an expression for the initial relative density
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Fig. 6. The evolution of stiffness for several open-cell alumi-
num foams and the predicted evolution after equation (22).
Fig. 7. The electrical resistivity of the foam decreases continu-
ously as the material is compressed.
(or volume fraction) f0 of the porous material which
reads
f0  Cf 0BL2 (2)
where Cf 0 is a geometrical constant based on the
beam geometry and B is a characteristic dimension
related to the cross-section of the beams.
As a consequence of the assumed uniaxial loading
along the axial beam, each of the three inclined beams
carries one-third of the applied load. At small strains,
the nominal stress s1 and strain e1 of the foam in the
loading direction can be written in terms of the
dimensions of the volumetric element (a0 and h0 are
defined in Fig. 8), the applied load P1, and the deflec-
tion d1 along the loading axis:
s1 
P1
a0

P1
3√3
2 (L sin f0)
2
(3)
e1 
d1
h0

d1
L(1cos f0) (4)
Since bending is generally the dominant defor-
mation mechanism in open-cell foams [2], the axial
deflection is neglected in all of the beams. From sym-
metry we can then consider a single inclined beam as
shown in Fig. 9. The load normal to the beam F and
the beam deflection  along this direction are related
to P1, d1 and the average angle f made by the beam
with the loading axis:
F 
P1
3 sin f (5)
d1   sin f (6)
We first describe the plastic deformation of this
characteristic beam using elasto-plastic beam theory
and relate its deformation to the simple volumetric
unit under uniaxial loading. The flow stress of the
foam is shown to be related to the flow stress of the
bulk solid, assuming the latter exhibits plastic flow
described by power-law hardening. A simple approxi-
mation is then used to complement this description
with predictions for the elastic stiffness and its evol-
ution as a consequence of deformation.
4.2. Initial plastic deformation
Due to the nodes, the ends of our characteristic
beam are fixed such that loading produces a moment
M that varies along the length L of the beam as
M 
F
2(L2y) (7)
where y is the position with respect to the fixed end
loaded in the negative x-direction as shown in Fig. 9.
This moment is carried by the stress s(x) in the cross-
sectional area A of the beam:
M  
A
xsdA (8)
The corresponding strain e within the beam varies
through the cross-section as the ratio of the distance
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Fig. 8. Schematic of (a) the tetrahedral unit used for modeling deformation in replicated foam and (b) the
periodic stacking of the tetrahedrons.
Fig. 9. Schematic of the characteristic beam with fixed ends
and the assumed loading configuration.
from the neutral axis x to the radius of curvature of
the beam R:
e  x/R (9)
(tension is positive, and R is positive where the beam
is curved downwards). We consider a bulk material
with a power-law stress–strain relationship of the
form
s  s0en (10)
where s0 and n are constants. Combining equations
(7)–(10) and integrating, one obtains for small
deflections
1
R

d2
dy2  CFs0 (L2y)B3 
1/n1
B
(11)
where C is a geometrical constant that also depends
on n. The fixed ends of the beam require that
(y  0)  0 (12a)
d
dy(y  0)  0 (12b)
The beam is symmetric about its midpoint, thus the
maximum displacement max of the beam with
respect to a fixed end is twice the displacement at the
middle y = L/2. By integration of equation (11),
max reads
max 
C
21
n
 2
FL
s0B3
1/nL2B (13)
For small strains ff0, the uniaxial nominal stress–
nominal strain response of the foam can then be
expressed by combining equations (3)–(6) with equ-
ation (13):
s1  Cs0f (3  n)/20 e1n (14)
C is a geometrical constant related to C; both con-
stants are given in Appendix A for triangular and
square cross-sections. The specifics of the foam archi-
tecture (beam arrangement and cross-section) are con-
tained in the constant C; thus this relationship is gen-
eral for open-celled foams that deform by beam
bending and that are made of material described by
power-law hardening. This equation, however, is
restricted to small deformations so that C indeed
remains a constant.
4.3. Elastic response
To determine the elastic response of this model
foam at any point in the strain history, we idealize
the plastically bent beams as remaining straight, as if
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all deformation were concentrated at the node only
(as is the case for an ideally plastic material, since
this is the point of maximum moment). In contrast to
Section 4.2, potentially large deformations can then
be characterized by a changing angle f between the
three inclined struts and the axial strut (depicted in
Fig. 8 for f = f0). The nominal plastic strain in the
axial direction e1 is then related uniquely to f and the
initial angle f0 by
e1 
1cos f
1cos f0
1 (15)
At any point in the loading history of the foam, all
of elastic deformation is assumed to result from sim-
ple bending in the three symmetric inclined beams.
The elastic deflection of the foam can then be derived
from simple elastic beam theory: the elastic deflection
el of a beam has the general form
el  K
FL3
EsI
(16)
where Es is the Young’s modulus of the beam (bulk)
material, I is the moment of inertia and K is a constant
that depends on boundary and loading conditions. By
substituting equations (3)–(6) into equation (16), the
relationship between the nominal stress and nominal
elastic strain for the hexagonal unit in Fig. 8 is
s1 
2√3
3K
(1cos f0)
(sin f0)2(sin f)2
I
L4
Ese1,el (17)
at a fixed plastic strain where e1,el is the elastic portion
of the strain (from el). The geometrical ratio I/L4 can
be expressed in terms of the relative density by noting
that the moment of inertia depends on the geometry
of the cross-section of the beam and that, for a sym-
metric beam, I can be written in terms of the charac-
teristic dimension (or thickness) of the beam B as
I  CIB4 (18)
where CI is a constant. By substituting equations (2)
and (18) into equation (17), the (nominal) elastic stiff-
ness E at a specific plastic strain can be expressed as
a function of the relative density:
E   ∂s1∂e1,ele1  CEsin f0sin f 
2
Es f 02 (19)
where the constants are collected into CE as given
in Appendix A. The initial foam stiffness
(E0 at f = f0) is then
E0
Es
 CEf 20 (20)
Additionally, with f0 = a it can be shown that
 sin f
sin f0
2
 (1  e1)(12e1) (21)
Combining the prior three equations provides a
relationship for the evolution of the stiffness at any
point in its deformation history (i.e. as a function of
strain):
E
E0

1
(1  e1)(12e1) (22)
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Elastic properties
Many analytical models have been proposed for the
elastic stiffness of cellular materials, and with each
there is associated a specific set of assumptions about
the architecture of the foam and appropriate defor-
mation mechanisms [18, 19, 21–26]. In summary, for
open-cell foams where elastic deformation is domi-
nated by stretching of the beams, the stiffness is a
linear function of the relative density. Deformation
of open-cell metal foams, however, is dominated by
bending and models predict that the elastic stiffness
will exhibit a square dependence on the relative den-
sity as was found in Section 4.3.
Gibson and Ashby use a phenomenological
approach to obtain a relation identical to equation
(20) and estimate CE = 1 from experimental results
for several types of cellular materials [23]. Other
analyses also arrive at CE1 [18, 22, 24]. Warren and
Kraynik develop equation (20) using the same tetra-
hedral element but randomly oriented and assuming
affine deformation. They find that CE is a function of
the volume fraction solid, which varies, for triangular
beams, from 1.1 as the volume fraction goes to zero,
to 2/3 at a relative density of 0.25 [19]. The present
derivation yields a constant value CE = 4/3 for tri-
angular beams (Warren and Kraynick’s calculations
show that the tetrahedron stiffness is at a maximum
for the orientation that we assume).
The experimentally measured elastic stiffness of
the aluminum sponge produced in this study, indeed,
follows the basic functionality of equation (20), (Fig.
4). These data, however, suggest a value of CE closer
to 0.5. Since macroscopic defects are not present in
the foams studied here, this discrepancy is attributed
to the non-ideal microscopic architecture of the foam,
as evident from micrographs (Fig. 2). The present
foam is made up of interconnected beams, but the
cross-sections of these beams are not uniform and
their length to thickness ratio is on the order of 2; as
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a consequence the nodes contain a significant portion
of the material. Additionally, surface roughness and
protrusions in the foam (Fig. 2) represent a volume
of material that is “lost” in a structural sense since it
carries little or no load. Values of CE lower than pre-
dicted by theory are not unusual, and several other
studies, both theoretical and experimental, have dem-
onstrated that stiffness strongly depends on the archi-
tecture of foams [27–35].
5.2. Low-strain plastic deformation
The measured evolution of stiffness with plastic
deformation agrees well with the analysis in Section
4.3: equation (22) quantitatively captures the decrease
in the normalized stiffness of the foam up to strain
of about 15% (Fig. 6). The observed evolution of the
normalized stiffness at strains below 15% is also
independent of the density of the foam, as predicted.
Thus, the change in stiffness can be attributed to the
assumed geometrical evolution of the structure of
the foam.
The stress strain response is related to the defor-
mation and hardening of the structural elements them-
selves. Figure 3(b) shows that a power law describes
well the stress–strain response for 0.5%e110%
and that n0.26 for all foams studied here. The flow
stress of bulk aluminum is dependent on parameters
such as level of impurities, grain size, cell size and
dislocation density [36–38], but n0.26 is consistent
with reports in the literature for high-purity bulk
aluminum at strains greater than about 3% [39–42].
Although metallic foams studied in the literature often
display a flow curve characterized by a constant flow
stress over a wide range of strains (the so-called pla-
teau stress) [1, 2, 23, 31, 43, 44], strain hardening
similar to that observed in this study is also evident
in a few prior studies of foams made from relatively
ductile metals such as nominally pure aluminum and
low-alloyed aluminum [43–47]. The experimental
data, thus, agree at low strains with the analysis in
Section 4.2 and are consistent with earlier results.
Ashby and Gibson use dimensional analysis to
show that for open cell foams the flow (plateau) stress
spl can be expressed in terms of the foam density and
the yield strength sy of the bulk material as
spl  Cysyf 3/20 (23)
where Cy is a constant about 0.3 [23]. This relation
assumes deformation by the formation of plastic
hinges at the nodes, as expected for a perfectly plastic
material. In the limit as n→0, the analysis in Section
4.2 predicts (as it should) that the curvature of a
deflecting beam is localized near the nodes (fixed
ends), and that equation (14) reduces to equation (23)
with C0.47. This value agrees with the experimen-
tally determined value proposed by Ashby and Gib-
son for open-cellular (non-metal) materials.
For a strain-hardening metal of finite n, the present
analysis predicts a relationship [equation (14)]
between flow stress and foam density that is qualitat-
ively similar to equation (23); however, an additional
factor fn/20 results from strain hardening of the bulk
material (yielding also the proper limiting behavior
as n→1). Fitting the measured yield stress (defined as
the flow stress at 2% strain) to the relative density
raised to the 1.63 ( = (3 + n)/2) power results in
sy[MPa]13f 1.630 (24)
which describes the data well (Fig. 5). The flow stress
of these foams can thus be expressed in terms of den-
sity and strain as
s1[MPa]36f 1.630 e0.261 (25)
Microhardness measurements on ligaments of the
pure aluminum foams produced in this study indicate
a yield stress of about 75 MPa. One-third of this yield
stress (Cysy) is approximately twice the factor exper-
imentally determined in equation (24) when corrected
by the factor fn/20 . In other words, approximately the
same “knock-down” factor is observed for the meas-
ured stiffness and the measured yield stress when
compared to the relations determined here or by Gib-
son and Ashby. While there is no obvious physical
reason that the stiffness and yield stress should be
corrected by the same factor, this reinforces the con-
clusion that these differences arise from the same
source: the real internal architecture of the foam (with
its thick nodes and protrusions) versus the idealized
structure of straight beams assumed in the models.
It should also be noted that the observed yield
stress of 75 MPa is significantly higher than that of
annealed 99.99% pure aluminum (around 10 MPa
[38, 42, 48]). In the absence of significant solubility
of NaCl in aluminum, the hardening of the aluminum
is most likely dislocational and due to differential
thermal shrinkage between the salt and the aluminum
during cooldown from processing temperatures [49,
50].
5.3. High-strain plastic deformation
At strains above 10%, the measured flow stress
clearly departs from the power-law behavior pre-
dicted for small strain plasticity in Section 4.2.
Although these deviations [Fig. 3(b)] develop slowly
over a range of strains, they become marked at
approximately the same strain as the measured mini-
mum in stiffness. After this minimum, the stiffness
begins increasing rapidly (Fig. 6). In comparison,
equation (22) predicts a minimum in the stiffness at
25% compressive strain, with a subsequent increase
in stiffness at a rate similar to the decrease. We attri-
bute the deviations between the model and experi-
ment for both the flow curve and stiffness to a com-
mon source: densification (i.e. the formation of
contacting elements in the structure that carry
additional load in compression).
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The strain at which the stiffness begins to increase
and the inflection in the flow curve are greater for
foams with a lower density, Figs 3(b) and 6. This
indicates that structural interactions become
important earlier in the strain history for denser
foams, as is generally observed for densification [51,
52]. The presence of densification is further supported
by the observed decrease in the electrical potential
with deformation (Fig. 7). This implies that beam-to-
beam contact points are created early in the defor-
mation history and continue to be formed as defor-
mation proceeds, since neither plastic nor elastic
deformation (i.e. bending of struts or the formation
of a plastic hinge in a beam) itself should cause a
change in the potential drop across the foam. This
gradual densification also contributes, in part, to the
observed strain hardening, however, this contribution
is deemed to be small at strains below 10 to 15%,
since the stiffness, which is also sensitive to
densification, initially decreases, cf. Fig. 3 and Fig. 6.
Similar tendencies with regard to the evolution of
stiffness with straining have been noted in the litera-
ture for commercially available aluminum foams: for
both closed-cell foams [44, 46] and open-cell foams
[53] the stiffness decreases upon straining, reaches a
minimum then begins to increase. An analogy may
then exist in closed-cell foams for the evolution of
stiffness with strain as described in Section 4.3 and
based on a changing geometrical relationship between
structural elements. Such an interpretation in closed-
cell foams, however, may be difficult to formulate in
the presence of more complex deformation mech-
anisms such as localized structural collapse [54].
6. CONCLUSIONS
Open-cell aluminum foams or sponges produced by
replication with relative densities on the order of 0.25
feature a macroscopically homogeneous structure.
The microscopic architecture consists of irregular
struts connected at large nodes and the open porosity
in the salt pattern is clearly replicated including facets
on the salt surface and small pits in the salt grains.
These foams deform homogeneously in com-
pression, exhibiting the following general character-
istics:
 a low-strain response that is not elastic from the
onset, but which, upon unloading after a small
strain increment, displays a linear elastic response
with a stiffness proportional to the square of the
relative density;
 power-law strain hardening at low strains with an
exponent close to 1/4, a value typical of strained
pure aluminum;
 a yield stress that depends on the relative density
raised to a power greater than 1.5;
 an increase in stiffness and an inflection in the
flow stress at approximately the same strain; this
strain is on the order of 10% and increases for
foams with lower density.
A simple unit-cell analysis is proposed which
accounts for the observed density dependence of the
stiffness (f 20) and flow stress (f (3 + n)/20 ) of the foam.
This analysis also accurately describes at low strains
the strain dependence of the flow stress and the
observed change in stiffness with straining. The devi-
ations from predictions at strains higher than about
10% are interpreted as being a consequence of
densification.
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APPENDIX A
The relationships developed in Section 4 are spe-
cific to the tetrahedral element in a hexagonal unit.
Only slight modifications are needed for other geo-
metrical units. The expressions are general with
respect to the cross-section of the beam elements,
such that only the numerical value of the constants
introduced in Section 4 depend on the cross-section
of beam. Here we evaluate these constants for two
specific cases: an equilateral triangular cross-section
as shown in Fig. 9, and a square cross-section. While
all the relations are given in terms of a general angle
f0, the tetrahedral angle defined in equation (1) is
used for all numerical evaluations. We should also
emphasize that for cross-sections with more than two-
fold symmetry (such as those assumed here), the
moment of inertia about the centroid is independent
of orientation and the product of inertia is zero, such
that for simple in-plane loading the bending moment
has only a single component.
The constants CE and C can be expressed in a form
that is independent of the specific cross-section of
the beams:
CE 
2√3CI
3K(Cf0)2
(1cos f0)
(sin f0)4 (A1)
C 
2
√3(sin f0)3
2(1cos f0)1
n
 2
sin f0 
n
(A2)
 1Cn 1Cf 0
(3  n)/2
In these expressions, CI, Cf0, and C depend on the
specifics of the beam cross-section. The constant K
as mentioned depends on the loading conditions, and
for simple symmetric loading at fixed ends,
K = 1/12. In general, C depends on the specific
geometry of the beams even in the limit as n→0, how-
ever, for both triangular and square beams C0.47 in
this limit.
A.1. Triangular cross-section
The constant CI equals √3/96 for an equilateral tri-
angle with a side B. For the hexagonal unit sketched
in Fig. 8 with equilateral triangular beams, Cf0 is
related to the initial angle f0 as
Cf 0 
2
3(1cos f0)(sin f0)2 (A3)
In this context, the tetrahedral angle is of interest;
then f0 = a and Cf0 = 9/16. Following the develop-
ment in Section 4.2, C for an equilateral triangle can
be expressed as
C  22(n  2)(n  3)√3 1/n (A4)
Thus, for an equilateral triangular beam, CE equals
to 4/3, and for n0.26, C has a value of 0.716.
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A.2. Square cross-section
For a square cross-section, CI = 1/12 and
Cf 0 
8√3
9(1cos f0)(sin f0)2 (A5)
C  2(n  2)1/n (A6)
Thus for the square cross-section with f0 = a, CE
is 1.15 and C is 0.689 for n0.26; these values are
slightly less than those for the equilateral triangular
section.
